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Abstract: A novel optimization design method using boundary-based

weighted sum filtering operator is proposed for microstrip filter design.

The proposed operator is combined with multiobjective evolutionary algo-

rithm based on decomposition combined with enhanced genetic operators

and two-dimensional median filtering operator (MOEA/D-GO-II), which

can maintain the population diversity and obtain wider rejection bandwidth.

For verification, it is used to design fragment-type microstrip band-stop filter

for rejecting one of the fifth generation (5G) bands, 3.3GHz–3.6GHz. Both

simulated and measured results verified the expected responses of the design.

Comparison result shows that more alternative designs could be obtained

using the proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Band-stop filters are widely used in wireless communication systems to reject

unwanted signals. In the past years, many structures have been proposed to realize

microstrip band-stop filters with compact size and high performance, where the

high performance often refers to wide stop-band bandwidth, good stop-band return

loss, low pass-band insertion loss, sharp out-of-band rejection, and spurious modes

suppression [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In [1], open stub is used to design microstrip band-

stop filter. However, the rejection bandwidth is very narrow. Many structures,

such as electromagnetic band gap (EBG) [2, 3] and defected ground structure

(DGS) [4, 5], have been proposed to improve stop-band bandwidth. In addition,

split ring resonator (SRR), complimentary SRR (CSRR), and composite right/left-

handed metamaterial transmission line structure are also used for miniaturization

and high performance requirements [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

Recently, fragment-type microstrip structure attracts more and more attention

due to its compactness and spurious modes suppression [11, 12]. As shown in

Fig. 1, the fragment-type structure could be described by gridding a designated area

through assigning with “1” or “0”, where cells “1” are to be metalized and cells “0”

are to be non-metalized. Then a two-dimensional “0/1” matrix corresponding to

the fragment-type structure is optimized by using multiobjective evolutionary

algorithm based on decomposition combined with enhanced genetic operators

(MOEA/D-GO) [11]. In order to obtain the fragment-type structures with low

overall loss, two-dimensional (2D) median filtering operator is introduced to

MOEA/D-GO, called MOEA/D-GO-II [12].

However, MOEA/D-GO-II converges fast at the expense of population diver-

sity, which might make the algorithm converge to local optimal or reduce the
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number of alternative designs. In order to overcome this problem, boundary-based

filtering operator, metalizing the edge cell when it is bounded by metal and non-

metalizing the edge cell when it is bounded by air, is proposed in this paper.

Boundary-based filtering operator has more possibility to maintain the connectivity

of the boundary of the metal conductor, thus more metalized cells are remained to

maintain the population diversity, and it is beneficial for trapping the current into

the isolation structure through conductor to obtain perfect return loss and isolation,

thus obtain wider rejection bandwidth. For verification, a fragment-type microstrip

band-stop filter with rejection bandwidth of 3.3GHz–3.6GHz was simulated and

measured.

2 Boundary-based filtering operator

Boundary-based filtering operator is proposed at first. Fig. 2(a) shows the original

fragment-type structure and its boundary conditions, along with their 0/1 design

matrix. Fig. 2(b)–(c) illustrate the obtained fragment-type structures through differ-

ent filtering operators, along with their filtering matrices (FM). In these filtering

operators, each cell is assigned with “1” or “0” according to the following equation,

Hði; jÞ ¼ 1 if dði; jÞ >¼ jFMj
2

� �

0 ðotherwiseÞ

8<
:

dði; jÞ ¼
X1
m¼�1

X1
n¼�1

Hði þ m; j þ nÞ � FMðm; nÞ

ði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; M; j ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; N Þ

ð1Þ

where jFMj represents the sum of all elements of the FM,M � N defines the size of

the design matrix, and Hði þm; j þ nÞ denotes the value of the neighborhood of

each cell [12].

From Fig. 2, it is clearly seen that boundary-based filtering operators determine

the matrix H considering the boundary. It should be noted that weighted sum

filtering weakens the role of its diagonal sister when compared to original median

filtering. From Fig. 2, it is also obviously observed that the edge (region A) of the

fragment-type structure maintains the connectivity of the boundary, and the overall

metalized cells assigned with “1” is more than that generated by the original median

filtering operator, which is consistent with the descriptions in introduction.

In Fig. 3, the proposed boundary-based filtering operator is combined with

MOEA/D-GO-II. The framework employs the boundary-based filtering operator

after genetic operators to maintain the connectivity of the boundary of the metal

Fig. 1. Fragment-type structure and its design matrix.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Original fragment-type structure, (b) fragment-type structure
after median filtering used in [12], and (c) fragment-type
structure after boundary-based weighted sum filtering.

Fig. 3. Framework of MOEA/D-GO-II combined with boundary-
based filtering operator.
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conductor, thus more metalized cells are remained to maintain the population

diversity.

3 Microstrip band-stop filter design

3.1 Design results

In order to obtain band-stop filter design rejecting 3.3GHz–3.6GHz, the following

objective functions are considered.

F1 ¼ 10

min
!2½1GHz;!1�[½!2;6GHz�

jS11ð!ÞjdB
; ð2Þ

F2 ¼ max
!2½1GHz;!1�[½!2;6GHz�

jS21ðdBÞj; ð3Þ

F3 ¼ 20

min
!2½3:3GHz;3:6GHz�

jS21ð!ÞjdB
; ð4Þ

where jS11ð!ÞjdB represents return loss in dB, jS21ð!ÞjdB represents insertion loss in

dB, the constants in (2) (4) is used for normalization, !1 is set as 3.0GHz, and !2 is

set as 4.0GHz. It’s obviously seen that when Fi (i ¼ 1; 2; 3) is smaller than 1, the

return loss in pass-band is less than 10-dB, the insertion loss in pass-band is less

than 1-dB, and the rejection over 3.3GHz–3.6GHz is more than 20-dB.

In this paper, a 50Ω microstrip transmission line with width of 3.05mm

is considered as shown in Fig. 4, which is printed on a FR4 substrate

(20:4mm � 35mm � 1:6mm) with relative dielectric constant of 4.4. Fig. 4(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Configuration of fragment-type microstrip filter.
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illustrates the current distribution at 3.45GHz, where the region with the largest

current intensity is loaded with fragment-type structure. In this paper, the fragment-

type structure covers a design space of 12:1mm � 13:05mm (i.e. L1 � L2) which

could be divided into 22 � 24 cells. For each metallic element, both Lc and Ld are

set as 0.6mm, and they overlap for electrical contact (La ¼ Lb ¼ 0:1mm).

The optimization kernel is constructed through combining boundary-based

MOEA/D-GO-II with ANSYS HFSS 13.0 [11, 12]. Boundary-based MOEA/

D-GO-II is implemented by using Visual C++ 6.0 and HFSS is controlled

automatically by VBScript. After 35 iterations, 8 designs are obtained. One of

them is fabricated and tested, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. The optimized fragment-type microstrip band-stop filter. (a)
photograph of the fabricated filter, and (b) simulation and
measurement results, and (c) current distribution at 3.45GHz.
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From Fig. 5(b), good agreement between simulated and measured return loss

can be observed. Measured results clearly show that, over 3.3GHz–3.6GHz, the

insertion loss is less than 20-dB and the return loss is less than 2-dB. For the pass-

band, the return loss is less than 10-dB. The slight difference between the simulated

and measured results is believed to be caused by the fabrication and measurement

error. Fig. 5(c) illustrates that the current at 3.45GHz could be effectively trapped

in the fragment-type structure, which leads to the bandwidth rejection.

3.2 Comparison of the optimization methods

In this section, comparison on the number of obtained alternative designs through

boundary-based MOEA/D-GO-II and original MOEA/D-GO-II is conducted. For

demonstration, these two design processes are denoted as design #1 and design #2,

respectively. Fig. 6 gives the number of obtained alternative designs against

iteration number. From Fig. 6, it’s found that, after 30 iterations, the boundary-

based MOEA/D-GO-II can generate more number of satisfied solutions, which

accords with the expectation. Therefore, it’s concluded that boundary-based filter-

ing operator is promising for obtaining more alternative designs.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, a novel boundary-based weighted sum filtering operator is proposed

for fragment-type structure designs. A microstrip band-stop filter rejecting

3.3GHz–3.6GHz is designed through the proposed operator combined with

MOEA/D-GO-II. Comparison on the number of obtained designs shows that more

alternative designs could be generated, which has great potential in engineering

applications.
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Fig. 6. The number of solutions against iteration number.
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